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1. Intro  
a. Hook: Start off by Identify Education and relate to the reader(“ Education, It’s the 

prime subject that everyone goes through and achieves in life”) 
b. Topic: To tell the reader My Education Narrative and hopefully have the reader 

engaged on my personal experiences on Education.  
c. Thesis = CLAIM + REASONS: Share my struggles in Education + To hopefully 

connect to the reader about the struggles and the positives from my experiences. 
Body Paragraph #1: 

I. Topic Sentence(Reason):  Talk about the moments of which it helped on 
becoming a better writer.  

II. Point: Overtime and Effort you will become a better writer  
III. Illustration = Evidence/Examples (Examples being how I was in a program called 

IEP and how it helped into making me the writer I am today.) 
IV. Explanation-Tie back to your claim(“ These experiences have helped and shown 

me the ways I can improve on my writing/material”) 
Body Paragraph#2: 

I. Topic Sentence(Reason): Talk about the moments of how Education has changed 
your way of thinking and viewing things. 

II. Point: Becoming a critical thinker is beneficial to success in life and situations in 
life. 

III. Illustration=Evidence/Examples (Talk about previous struggles of how I use to 
think when writing and how I think now) 

IV. Explanation-Tie back to your claim.(Overall without Education this wouldn’t 
have made me the person I am today.) 

 
Body Paragraph#3: 

I. Topic Sentence(Reason):(Talk about how education improved your social skills 
with others.) 

II. Point: By learning and having patience with Education it taught me to be more 
calm and interactive with others. 

III. Illustration=Evidence/Examples(Talk about previous problems I used to have 
such as my patience for anything and my way of connecting to others.) 

IV. Explanation-Tie back to your claim(Overall without Education it would of have 
made me a very annoying person to be around) 

 
 



Conclusion: 
a. Restate Thesis:(“In conclusion with all these issues I’ve experienced in 

education and school, it has shown me that not everyone can be perfect, 
but we can inspire ourselves to become a better version of ourselves over 
time.”) 

b. Summarize Evidence/Points(Restate how with all the experiences such as 
IEP and countless hours of working with my previous teachers.) 

c. Answer “So what?” The Overcome of these experiences have made me a 
better writer. Although the methods may have not been the best thing it 
still got me to the skill level that I am today.  

 
 
 

 
  
 


